technical datasheet

620/US/NE Pipistrello
design

gae aulenti, 1965

A cult object of design, the Pipistrello table lamp was designed by Gae
Aulenti in 1965.
The lamp used new and innovative techniques for manufacturing
methacrylate when originally launched. The conic base grows in height
through the ribs that connect the lamp to the diffuser.
The glazed stainless steel telescopic stem allows the table lamp to adjust
its height from 66-86 cm (26” – 34”) White opal methacrylate diffuser.
Lacquered aluminum base and knob available in new agave green /VE
color and brass satin /OT finish color, as well as standard finishes: dark
brown /MA, white /BI, purple red /RO, glossy black /NE and
titanium /TI.
Mythical and exposed in the biggest museums worldwide, Pipistrello is
partof these objects that constitutes our universal heritage.

620/US/NE pipistrello
family:

pipistrello

Designers:

Gae Aulenti

Utilization:

indoor

Typology:

table lamps
floor lamps

other available colors

Body Color:
Diffuser Color:
Body Materials:

stainless steel

Diffuser Materials:

opal white methacrylate

Certifications:

Dimensions

Light Source

Width:

-

Watt:

4 x 6W E12

Height:

33.86 “ / 86 cm

Net weight:

22.05 lbs / 10 Kg

Lumen:

4 x 600 lm (2400 lm)

Length:

-

Light Source:

led

Depth:

-

CRI:

>80

Diameter:

21.65 “ / 55 cm

duration:

25000 h

CCT:

2700K

Energy degree:

A+

-

Device Specifications
Type of emission:

diffused

Power cable length:

96.46 “ / 245 cm

Driver:

Power:

-

Steel cable length:

-

Power supply assembly: -

Light output:

-

Power supply:

-

Beam angle:

-

Type of dimming:

-

Voltage:

120V
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620/US/MA Pipistrello
design

gae aulenti, 1965

A cult object of design, the Pipistrello table lamp was designed by Gae
Aulenti in 1965.
The lamp used new and innovative techniques for manufacturing
methacrylate when originally launched. The conic base grows in height
through the ribs that connect the lamp to the diffuser.
The glazed stainless steel telescopic stem allows the table lamp to adjust
its height from 66-86 cm (26” – 34”) White opal methacrylate diffuser.
Lacquered aluminum base and knob available in new agave green /VE
color and brass satin /OT finish color, as well as standard finishes: dark
brown /MA, white /BI, purple red /RO, glossy black /NE and
titanium /TI.
Mythical and exposed in the biggest museums worldwide, Pipistrello is
partof these objects that constitutes our universal heritage.

620/US/MA pipistrello
family:

pipistrello

Designers:

Gae Aulenti

Utilization:

indoor

Typology:

table lamps
floor lamps

other available colors

Body Color:
Diffuser Color:
Body Materials:

stainless steel

Diffuser Materials:

opal white methacrylate

Certifications:

Dimensions

Light Source

Width:

-

Watt:

4 x 6W E12

Height:

33.86 “ / 86 cm

Net weight:

22.05 lbs / 10 Kg

Lumen:

4 x 600 lm (2400 lm)

Length:

-

Light Source:

led

Depth:

-

CRI:

>80

Diameter:

21.65 “ / 55 cm

duration:

25000 h

CCT:

2700K

Energy degree:

A+

-

Device Specifications
Type of emission:

diffused

Power cable length:

96.46 “ / 245 cm

Driver:

Power:

-

Steel cable length:

-

Power supply assembly: -

Light output:

-

Power supply:

-

Beam angle:

-

Type of dimming:

-

Voltage:

120V
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620/US/VE Pipistrello
design

gae aulenti, 1965

A cult object of design, the Pipistrello table lamp was designed by Gae
Aulenti in 1965.
The lamp used new and innovative techniques for manufacturing
methacrylate when originally launched. The conic base grows in height
through the ribs that connect the lamp to the diffuser.
The glazed stainless steel telescopic stem allows the table lamp to adjust
its height from 66-86 cm (26” – 34”) White opal methacrylate diffuser.
Lacquered aluminum base and knob available in new agave green /VE
color and brass satin /OT finish color, as well as standard finishes: dark
brown /MA, white /BI, purple red /RO, glossy black /NE and
titanium /TI.
Mythical and exposed in the biggest museums worldwide, Pipistrello is
partof these objects that constitutes our universal heritage.

620/US/VE pipistrello
family:

pipistrello

Designers:

Gae Aulenti

Utilization:

indoor

Typology:

table lamps
floor lamps

Body Color:

other available colors

Diffuser Color:
Body Materials:

stainless steel

Diffuser Materials:

opal white methacrylate

Certifications:

Dimensions

Light Source

Width:

-

Watt:

4 x 6W E12

Height:

33.86 “ / 86 cm

Net weight:

22.05 lbs / 10 Kg

Lumen:

4 x 600 lm (2400 lm)

Length:

-

Light Source:

led

Depth:

-

CRI:

>80

Diameter:

21.65 “ / 55 cm

duration:

25000 h

CCT:

2700K

Energy degree:

A+

-

Device Specifications
Type of emission:

diffused

Power cable length:

96.46 “ / 245 cm

Driver:

Power:

-

Steel cable length:

-

Power supply assembly: -

Light output:

-

Power supply:

-

Beam angle:

-

Type of dimming:

-

Voltage:

120V
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620/US/RO Pipistrello
design

gae aulenti, 1965

A cult object of design, the Pipistrello table lamp was designed by Gae
Aulenti in 1965.
The lamp used new and innovative techniques for manufacturing
methacrylate when originally launched. The conic base grows in height
through the ribs that connect the lamp to the diffuser.
The glazed stainless steel telescopic stem allows the table lamp to adjust
its height from 66-86 cm (26” – 34”) White opal methacrylate diffuser.
Lacquered aluminum base and knob available in new agave green /VE
color and brass satin /OT finish color, as well as standard finishes: dark
brown /MA, white /BI, purple red /RO, glossy black /NE and
titanium /TI.
Mythical and exposed in the biggest museums worldwide, Pipistrello is
partof these objects that constitutes our universal heritage.

620/US/RO pipistrello
family:

pipistrello

Designers:

Gae Aulenti

Utilization:

indoor

Typology:

table lamps
floor lamps

other available colors

Body Color:
Diffuser Color:
Body Materials:

stainless steel

Diffuser Materials:

opal white methacrylate

Certifications:

Dimensions

Light Source

Width:

-

Watt:

4 x 6W E12

Height:

33.86 “ / 86 cm

Net weight:

22.05 lbs / 10 Kg

Lumen:

4 x 600 lm (2400 lm)

Length:

-

Light Source:

led

Depth:

-

CRI:

>80

Diameter:

21.65 “ / 55 cm

duration:

25000 h

CCT:

2700K

Energy degree:

A+

-

Device Specifications
Type of emission:

diffused

Power cable length:

96.46 “ / 245 cm

Driver:

Power:

-

Steel cable length:

-

Power supply assembly: -

Light output:

-

Power supply:

-

Beam angle:

-

Type of dimming:

-

Voltage:

120V
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620/US/OT Pipistrello
design

gae aulenti, 1965

A cult object of design, the Pipistrello table lamp was designed by Gae
Aulenti in 1965.
The lamp used new and innovative techniques for manufacturing
methacrylate when originally launched. The conic base grows in height
through the ribs that connect the lamp to the diffuser.
The glazed stainless steel telescopic stem allows the table lamp to adjust
its height from 66-86 cm (26” – 34”) White opal methacrylate diffuser.
Lacquered aluminum base and knob available in new agave green /VE
color and brass satin /OT finish color, as well as standard finishes: dark
brown /MA, white /BI, purple red /RO, glossy black /NE and
titanium /TI.
Mythical and exposed in the biggest museums worldwide, Pipistrello is
partof these objects that constitutes our universal heritage.

620/US/OT pipistrello
family:

pipistrello

Designers:

Gae Aulenti

Utilization:

indoor

Typology:

table lamps
floor lamps

Body Color:

other available colors

Diffuser Color:
Body Materials:

stainless steel

Diffuser Materials:

opal white methacrylate

Certifications:

Dimensions

Light Source

Width:

-

Watt:

4 x 6W E12

Height:

33.86 “ / 86 cm

Net weight:

22.05 lbs / 10 Kg

Lumen:

4 x 600 lm (2400 lm)

Length:

-

Light Source:

led

Depth:

-

CRI:

>80

Diameter:

21.65 “ / 55 cm

duration:

25000 h

CCT:

2700K

Energy degree:

A+

-

Device Specifications
Type of emission:

diffused

Power cable length:

96.46 “ / 245 cm

Driver:

Power:

-

Steel cable length:

-

Power supply assembly: -

Light output:

-

Power supply:

-

Beam angle:

-

Type of dimming:

-

Voltage:

120V
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620/US/TI Pipistrello
design

gae aulenti, 1965

A cult object of design, the Pipistrello table lamp was designed by Gae
Aulenti in 1965.
The lamp used new and innovative techniques for manufacturing
methacrylate when originally launched. The conic base grows in height
through the ribs that connect the lamp to the diffuser.
The glazed stainless steel telescopic stem allows the table lamp to adjust
its height from 66-86 cm (26” – 34”) White opal methacrylate diffuser.
Lacquered aluminum base and knob available in new agave green /VE
color and brass satin /OT finish color, as well as standard finishes: dark
brown /MA, white /BI, purple red /RO, glossy black /NE and
titanium /TI.
Mythical and exposed in the biggest museums worldwide, Pipistrello is
partof these objects that constitutes our universal heritage.

620/US/TI pipistrello
family:

pipistrello

Designers:

Gae Aulenti

Utilization:

indoor

Typology:

table lamps
floor lamps

Body Color:

other available colors

Diffuser Color:
Body Materials:

stainless steel

Diffuser Materials:

opal white methacrylate

Certifications:

Dimensions

Light Source

Width:

-

Watt:

4 x 6W E12

Height:

33.86 “ / 86 cm

Net weight:

22.05 lbs / 10 Kg

Lumen:

4 x 600 lm (2400 lm)

Length:

-

Light Source:

led

Depth:

-

CRI:

>80

Diameter:

21.65 “ / 55 cm

duration:

25000 h

CCT:

2700K

Energy degree:

A+

-

Device Specifications
Type of emission:

diffused

Power cable length:

96.46 “ / 245 cm

Driver:

Power:

-

Steel cable length:

-

Power supply assembly: -

Light output:

-

Power supply:

-

Beam angle:

-

Type of dimming:

-

Voltage:

120V
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620/US/BI Pipistrello
design

gae aulenti, 1965

A cult object of design, the Pipistrello table lamp was designed by Gae
Aulenti in 1965.
The lamp used new and innovative techniques for manufacturing
methacrylate when originally launched. The conic base grows in height
through the ribs that connect the lamp to the diffuser.
The glazed stainless steel telescopic stem allows the table lamp to adjust
its height from 66-86 cm (26” – 34”) White opal methacrylate diffuser.
Lacquered aluminum base and knob available in new agave green /VE
color and brass satin /OT finish color, as well as standard finishes: dark
brown /MA, white /BI, purple red /RO, glossy black /NE and
titanium /TI.
Mythical and exposed in the biggest museums worldwide, Pipistrello is
partof these objects that constitutes our universal heritage.

620/US/BI pipistrello
family:

pipistrello

Designers:

Gae Aulenti

Utilization:

indoor

Typology:

table lamps
floor lamps

other available colors

Body Color:
Diffuser Color:
Body Materials:

stainless steel

Diffuser Materials:

opal white methacrylate

Certifications:

Dimensions

Light Source

Width:

-

Watt:

4 x 6W E12

Height:

33.86 “ / 86 cm

Net weight:

22.05 lbs / 10 Kg

Lumen:

4 x 600 lm (2400 lm)

Length:

-

Light Source:

led

Depth:

-

CRI:

>80

Diameter:

21.65 “ / 55 cm

duration:

25000 h

CCT:

2700K

Energy degree:

A+

-

Device Specifications
Type of emission:

diffused

Power cable length:

96.46 “ / 245 cm

Driver:

Power:

24W

Steel cable length:

-

Power supply assembly: -

Light output:

2130lm

Power supply:

-

Beam angle:

-

Type of dimming:

-

Voltage:

120V
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technical drawing

Dimensions
Width: -

Net weight: 22.05 lbs / 10 Kg

Height: 33.86 “ / 86 cm
Length: Depth: Diameter: 21.65 “ / 55 cm

photometrics data
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